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ASYMPTOTICS OF COLUMNS IN THE TABLE OF ORTHOGONAL 

POLYNOMIALS WITH VARYING MEASURES 

XinLi 

ABSTRACT. For a given sequence of positive Borel measures {l^kj^Lx in the 
complex plane C and p > 0, we study the asymptotic behavior of the sequence 
of the nth degree monic polynomials with minimal Lp{dyL]c) norm as k —► oo. 
Applications to the frequency analysis 'problem and orthogonal polynomials are 
discussed. In particular, a "Zfn-result" is established for the i?-process proposed 
in the recent work by Jones, Njastad, and Waadeland [Continued Fractions and 
Orthogonal Functions, Marcel Dekker, New York, 1994, pp. 141-152]. 

1. Introduction 

Let M be the set of all finite positive Borel measures in the complex plane C, and let 
$ denote the set of all continuous functions defined in C with compact support. We 
impose on M the weak star topology using <£. More precisely, the convergence of a 
sequence of measures {lJtk}kLi to *^e measure n means 

lim   / fdnk =  / fd/Lt 

holds for all f G <$>. The weak star convergence will be denoted by fik —^ fJ>- 
In this paper, all measures are assumed to be in M. The support of a measure /J, 

will be denoted by supp(/i). Let J\f := {0, ±1, ±2, ±3,... } and Af+ := {1,2,3,...}. 
For measure //, assume that supp(/z) is compact. Let n € J\fJr and p > 0. Then an 

Lp(/i)-extremal (monic) polynomial of degree n, denoted by Pn,p(z; fx) = zn -\ 6 Vn 

(where Vn is the set of polynomials of degree at most n), is a solution of the following 
extremal problem: 

/ iPn^fM^dfj, =       inf        / \qn(z)\pdfi. 
J qn£Vn J 

qn(z)=zn + - 

It is well known that when p > 1 and supp(/x) contains infinitely many points, such 
Lp(/z)-extremal polynomial is unique for every n = 1, 2, If 1 > p > 0, then we do 
not necessarily have uniqueness. We will use Pn^(z',n) to denote one such extremal 
polynomial regardless of whether we have uniqueness or not. 

Now, for p > 0 and a given sequence of measures {M}5£I with compact supports, 
we can consider the following table of extremal (monic) polynomials with varying 
measures: 
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PI,P(Z;HI)    P2,p(z;iii)    •••     PniP(z\^i) 
Pi,p{z',H2)    PzA^Vz)    '"     Pn,p(z', 1x2) 

Pl#(z\lt>k)     P2,p(z',llk)      •••      Pn,p(^;Mfc) 

TABLE 1. The table of orthogonal polynomials with varying measures. 

where we have intentionally omitted entries Po^z^fik) = 1, fc = 1,2,..... So the feth 
row are extremal polynomials associated with the measure /Xfc, while the nth column 
corresponds to the sequence of extremal polynomials of degree n with respect to various 
measures /i^, fc = 1,2, We will concentrate on the asymptotics of the entries in a 
column of Table 1 when the sequence of measures converges in the weak star topology. 
Our model case is when p = 2. It is well known that Pn,2{z\iik) is the nth monic 
orthogonal polynomial with respect to the measure /Xfc. So when p = 2, Table 1 will 
be referred to as the table of orthogonal polynomials with varying measures. Solutions 
of these kinds of problems have already been pursued in several concrete situations 
(cf. [1,4-10,13,16,17], also §3 below), and different special methods are applied in 
such solutions. In §2 we will present a general and simple approach which works for 
general measures. Our method uses only the extremality of Pnjp and the fact that Vn 

is of finite dimension as a normed linear space. Then in §3 we use our results in the 
solutions of some familiar applications as well as some new problems. 

2.  General theorems 

Theorem 2.1. Assume fik —► M? and for some compact set K CC, supp(/Zfc) C K. 
For n G J\f+ and p > 0, if Pnip(z; fx) exists and is unique, then 

lim PniP(z\Hk) = Pn,p(z;/x), 

locally uniformly for z G C. 

The proof of Theorem 2.1 is quite similar to that of the following Theorem 2.2, so 
we will sketch the proof of Theorem 2.1 after the proof of Theorem 2.2. 

Theorem 2.2. Assume Hk —■* l** and, for some compact set K CC, supp(/Xfc) Q-K. 
Assume further that JJ, is a discrete measure, i.e., for some m G A/r+; 

m 

/^X^O'     (ai>0) 
i=i 

where (here and in the sequel) 6^ denotes the unit measure supported at the point £. 
For n G A/*4" andp > 0, let {ZJ^ = Zj.ki^p)}^! denote the zeros of Pnip(zy/j,k). Then 
forn >,m and with suitable arrangement of the zeros of Pn,p(z\ fik), we have 

lim ^ifc = Cj,'   j = l,2,...,m. 
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Proof. Write Pn,p(z;iik) = ]C?=o fyVb*7' (note tliat an,k = 1), and let 

Pk(z) : 
._        Pn,p{Z^k) 

maxo<j<n |ftj,fc| 

Then \Pk(z)\ < YTJ=Q \z\j- Thus {A}fcLi £ ^n forms a normal family on C. Let P{z) 
be a limit function of this family, and let A be a subsequence of A/"+ such that 

lim Pk{z) = P{z), 
k—>OQ 
keA 

locally uniformly on C. Now 

J\Pk(z)\Pd^k-J\P(z)\Pd^ 

<   j{\Pk{z)\*-\P(z)\*)dvLk + J\P(z)\>>(dnk-dri 

J\P(z)f{d^k-dy) < ixk{K)m*£\Pk{z)\P-\P{z)\P 
z€K 

as k —> oo and k € A. So 

lim   (\Pk{z)\Pdlik=  f\P(z)\Pd(i. 
kCetJ J 

(1) 

On the other hand, using the fact that maxo<j<n l^ifel > 1 and the extremality of 
Pntfi we have 

[ [PtWdnk <J\PnA^^)\pdfik < J \zn-m Y[{z - c,-) djUfc, 

lim   /1AWl'd/ife < / ^"-ro ft^ - GO Pdv = 0. 

This, together with (1), gives 

/ 
|P(*)|pd/z = 0. 

Thus P(Cj) = 05 J = 1,2,...,m. Now, from the definition of Pk{z), we know 
that at least one of its coefficients is of absolute value 1. Therefore P(z) has 
at least one coefficient whose absolute value is equal to 1, so .P(z) ^ 0. Hence 
P[z) = tf^njli^ - Cj) for some 0 ^ Q ^ ^n-m- Since P(z) is an arbitrary 
limit function of the normal family {Pk(z)}kLi, Hurwitz's theorem now implies the 
conclusion of the theorem.    □ 

We remark that when p > 1, it is known (cf. [20]) that all zeros of Pn,p( • ] fJ>k) are 

contained in the convex hull of suppf/ifc), which, in turn, is contained in the convex hull 
of K (which is still compact). It then follows that {Pn,p(* ;/^)}£Li forms a normal 
family, so there is no need to introduce Pk when p > 1. 
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Proof of Theorem 2.1. From the uniqueness of Pn^{z\ fi) we know that supp(/x) 
contains at least n + 1 points. Let Pk(z) be defined as in the proof of Theorem 2. We 
now prove that {maxo<j<n laj,fc|}fcLi is a bounded sequence. Assume, to the contrary, 
that there is a subsequence A of A/"4" such that 

lim    max {aj^l = oo. (2) 
k—+oo   0<j<n 
fcGA 

Then, since {Pk{z)}kLi is a normal family, we can find a sequence A7 C A and 
P(z) e Vn with P(^) ^ 0 (recall that at least one coefficient of P(z) is of absolute 
value 1), such that lim^^^ A;GA/ Pk{z) = P{z), locally uniformly on C. As in the proof 
of Theorem 2.2, we have 

Urn J \Pk(z)\Vdiik = J \P{z)\Pdii. 
kEA' 

But the extremality of Pn,p yields 

j\Pk(z)\pdfxk = J Pn,p{Z'^k) 
max |a7-fc| 

0<j<n     J'   ' 

d^k <  ; r- 
max   a7' k\p 

0<j<n    J' 

Letting k G A7 and k —> oo in the above relation gives 

/ 
|PMI^<,. fl'r*1   |,-o, 

lim   max |aj,fcr 
fc—>oo0<l<n 
keA' 

which, together with the fact that supp(/z) contains at least n + 1 points, implies 
P(z) = 0, a contradiction. Hence {dj^} is uniformly bounded. This tells us that the 
sequence {Pn,p(z'i IJ>k)}kLi itself is a normal family on C. Let P(z) be a limit function 
of this family. All we need to do now is to show that P(z) = Pn,p(^; /x). This is proved 
by using the extremality of Pn^p as follows. 

Take A C Af+ such that limfc-^oo Pn p(z\ /Xfe) = P(z). Note that 
k£A 

/ \PnAz^k)\pdfik <  / \Qn{z)\pdfik,    for any Qn(z) = zn -f • • • G Vn. 

Letting k G A and k -^ oo yields 

J \P(z)\pdii < J \Qn(z)\*dn,    for any Qn(z) = zn + ...eVn. 

Then the extremality and the uniqueness of Pn^{z\fi) force P{z) = Pn#(z;ii). This 
completes the proof of Theorem 2.1.    □ 

3. Applications 

3.1. The unit circle case. In this subsection, we consider measures supported on 
the unit circle and apply our general theorems to the so-called Frequency Analysis 
Problem. 
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A (causal) signal is a sequence x = {x(m)}'^=0 of real numbers. Suppose we can 
observe (or measure) a signal x exactly and suppose we know the signal is of the form 

x(m) = Y, a3eiu;jrni    rn = 0,1,2,..., (3) 

where / is a (known) positive integer, the (unknown) LUJ'S are called the frequencies 
of the signal and satisfy 0 = UIQ < u\ < • • • < uj < TT and uij = —cu-j, and the 
(unknown) coefficients ctj satisfy ctj = oZJ. Then the classical frequency analysis 
problem is to estimate the frequencies LUI , UJ2, •.., uj from the observed iV-truncated 
signal XN = {x(m)}^~Q of signal x. There are various methods for solving this 
problem (cf. [3,12,14,16]). Recently, a method developed from ideas of Wiener and 
Levinson and using the theory of orthogonal polynomials on the unit circle (the so- 
called Szego polynomials) has been under investigation in [4-10,16,17]. The main 
method and theory can be summarized as in the following theorem. 

Theorem 3.1. Let XN(Z) := Ylm=ox(m)z~m an^ 

dil>N(0) := ^\XN(eie)\2d0,    0<e<27r. 

For n G A/""1"', let ipn(z) := (pn(z;dipN) be the nth monic orthogonal polynomial with 
respect to the distribution ipN on the unit circle, i.e., (pn(z) = zn 4- • • • G Vn and 

r27r 

ipn(eie)e-iked<ipN(0) = 0,     k = 0,1,..., n - 1. 
/o 

Let L = 0 if ao = 0 and L = 1 if ao ^ 0. Then for each fixed n>2I + L, the 21 + L 
zeros of largest modulus approach the points eluJj, L <\j\< I, as N —> oo, and there 
exists a constant Kn G (0,1) such that the remaining n — 21 — L zeros are bounded in 
the disk \z\ < Kn. 

We will obtain a new proof of Theorem 3.1 as a corollary of the following more 
general result, Theorem 3.2. We first need to introduce some notations. 

Let r := {z : \z\ = 1}. For a measure JJL on T, let //(#) = d/j,(eid)/d8. We 
say fi satisfies Szego's condition if J0^log^(0)/d0 > -oo. When /x satisfies Szego's 
condition, the following so-called Szego function for fi is well defined (cf. [21]): 

Z?(z;M):=exp|-yo     —l-]og^e)d0J, 

and we also know that 

a) D(z;fi) is in H2 and non-zero for \z\ < 1, 

b) \D(eie]fx)\2 = /z'(0) a.e. on [0,27r], and 

c) J0(0;/x)>0. 

Theorem 3.2. Let [ik and fi be measures onT, andletjik —*• M- Assume further that 
{Zk satisfies Szego's condition and /i is a discrete measure of the form fx = Yl'jLi aj^Cj 
with \Cj\ = 1, j = 1, 2,..., m. Finally, assume that for j G A/" with \j\ < m, there is a 
constant C > 0 such that 

f Jo 

f eijedtik - f eijedn <CD2(0;fik),    k = 1,2,3,.... (4) 
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Then for n > m, the m zeros of Pn^(z; fik) of largest modulus approach the points 
Q, j = 1,2,..., m, as k —► oo; and there exists a constant Kn G (0,1) such that all 
remaining n — m zeros are bounded in the disk \z\ < Kn. 

Remark.    The quantity J92(0;/x) is just the geometric mean 

27r 1      /" 
G(/i):=exp — j     logfif(0)de 

of/x, cf. [21, Chap. X]. 

Proof of Theorem 3.2. By Theorem 2.2, there are m zeros of Pn,2(^; Mfc) approaching 
the points Q, j = 1,2,..., m, as k —> oo. Further, from the proof of Theorem 2.1, we 
know that {Pn,2(^; Mfc)H>i '1S a normal family and every limit function of this family 
is of the form Q(z) UT=i(z " 0) with Q(z) = z"-™ + • • • G Pn-m- Since all zeros of 
Pn^(z;fik) are contained in the open unit disk \z\ < 1 (cf. [21, Theorem 11.4.1]), all 
zeros of Q must lie in \z\ < 1. To finish the proof, it suffices to show that all zeros of Q 
are uniformly bounded away from the unit circle F. Let us consider any such Q with 
limk-+oo,keA Pn,2{z', iik) = Q(z) YYjLi(z — Cj)> for some A C AT"1", locally uniformly for 
z £ C. From [2, (1.20)], we can derive 

27r J0 

nr=i(ei0-o) 
Pn,2(e*';wfe) 

dO 
rin^i(^-o)i2^ .     .     „ 

= —9-—     (n > m). (5) 
J^\PnAeie;nk)\2di,k - 

Now, since /r | U(eie - Cj)\2dn = E «fc 11 KCfc - 0)|2 = 0, by (4) there is a C> 0 such 
that 

2 i 0) d!JLk<CD2(0;iik). 

On the other hand, we have, using properties b), then a), of D(z; fik), 

/r2ir 

\PnAei9; Wb)|2dWfe > y     |P„,2(e<fl; /xfc)|2|-D(^; w)|2^ 

>27r£»2(0;Mfc). 

Here, in the equality, we have used the * operation on a polynomial pn(z) of degree 
n: Pn(z) ■= znpn(l/z). So equation (5) yields 

2* Jo 
nr=i(^-o) 
PnM^'^k) 

de< CD2(0;nk) = C 
2-KD2{0;fik)      27r' 

Now letting k —> oo and fc € A gives 

2^ Jo 
1 (7 

27ryo     \Q(eie)\2d6 - tem 

It follows from this that there is a constant Kf
n G (0,1) depending on C but not on 

Q such that all zeros of Q are in \z\ < K'n. An application of Hurwitz's theorem will 
then complete the proof.    □ 
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Proof of Theorem 3.1. We verify that assumptions of Theorem 3.2 are satisfied. It is 
known that (cf. [5, Theorem 7]) 

Let dfj,k(z) •= di/jk(0) and dfi(z) := d^(0) with z = e^. Then in order to finish the 
proof we need to check that (4) holds for every j £ A/* with |j| < m. 

First, it is easy to see that 

D(0;d/ik) = D{0;-^-\Xk(eie)\2de) > \x(h)\^L=, 

where x(h) is the first non-zero term in the sequence {:r(ra)}^=0. Next, as shown in 
[10], 

reije^Xkieie^de = r^^i £ l«ilVi(e*)) +0(i)    (A-oo)- 

Now it is clear that (4) holds for all j £ jV. This completes the proof.    D 

The measure dipN(0) constructed in Theorem 3.1 (originally introduced in [5]) can 
be thought as a Fejer type kernel (cf. Theorem 7 and its proof, in [5]). As is known, 
the Fejer kernel is not the "best" in the sense that the convolution operator formed 
by the Fejer kernel wouldn't yield Jackson's order of convergence [11, §§2.2 and 4.4]. 
So it seems there is room for other choices by taking different kernel functions. As an 
example, let us consider the following kernel KN(t): 

KN(t) := CN 

N-l 

m=0 

where am := cos(m + l)ir/(N + 1), m = 0,1,..., N - 1, and C^1 := ]Cm=o am- ^ 
can be verified (for example, by using an argument similar to that in [11, pp. 75-77, 
130-132]) that for a continuously differentiable periodic function /, 

~ J    mKN(t - 6)66 = f(t) + 0(u>{f'; i))    (N - oo). 

In particular, for every fixed n £ A/", we have 

i- /     eineKN(t - 6)de = eint + 0(—)    (TV -* oo). (7) 
/»27r 

Now define the following measure on the unit circle: 

tyN(9) := ^\AN(eie)\2de,    N = l,2,..., 

where AN(Z) := YlrnZoamX(in)z~rn' ^ comparison between AN(Z) and X^(z) in 
Theorem 3.1 reveals that we "window" the original signal {^(^i)}^lj using {am} 
before performing the ^-transform. With G^JV^), it is easy to obtain the convergence 
result from Theorem 3.2. We have 
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Theorem 3.3. With all previous notations, let (pn(z) := ^n(^; d^k) be the nth monic 
orthogonal polynomial with respect to the measure d^k on the unit circle. Then for 
each fixed n>2I + L, the 21 -f L zeros of the largest modulus approach the point elUJj, 
L < \j\ < I, as k —> oo. 

Proof Let d^kiz) := dTpk(0) (z = e10) and dii(z) := Y2\j\<i \aj\2dSe^j (z). We first 
observe that 

fc-i 
D(0;dfik) = D(0;^    ^ amx(m)e-ime   de) 

> 

m=0 

ft+l 
+ 

C0S( -TT )  • x(h) 
Vfc + 1   /       v   J (8) 

where a;(ft) is defined as in the proof of Theorem 3.1. 
Next we have, using (3), 

/>27r 

Jo     ' 27T 

I 

\Ak(e
ie)\2d9 

2ir 
0im{u)j-e) 

,-=_/ Z7r Jo m=0 

  fe~l iO       /»27r 

where in the last equality, we used (7). Writing 

arn = I^e*(m+l)7r/(fc+l) + e-»(m+l)7r/(fc+l) j 

and summing geometric series in the sum inside the curved brackets above, we can 
see that the sum in the coefficient of Ck is bounded. 

Finally, note that lim^oo kCk — (/0 cos2(7r6)d9)~'1 = 2. Hence 

/■2V«^L|i4fc(cw)|2d(?_ J- K|V^ =0(1),     ft ^00, 
^ b'l</ 

(9) 

and (8) yields 

D(0;d/zfc)>^L, 

for some constant C > 0 independent of fc. This, together with (9), verifies that 
condition (4) holds. So an application of Theorem 3.2 completes the proof of 
Theorem 3.3.    □ 

The new measure Gfa/>jv(#) gives us the same order of convergence as the old 
measure dipN(9) in regard to estimating the frequencies Uj from the m zeros of the 
corresponding Szego polynomials.   It would be nice to know whether there exists 
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a window function such that the order of convergence in estimating o^-'s could be 
improved. 

From Theorem 3.1 and its proof we do not know if limjv-^oo <Pn{z',dipN) exists 
when n > 21 + L, although we know that every limit function of the normal family 
{<Pn(Zidil>N)}N=i can be divided evenly by IIL<\J\<I(

Z
 ~ eiuJj)' Examples are known 

(cf. [17,18]) in which {(pn(z; dipN)} does not converge when n > 2I+L. In view of these 
observations, it is interesting that Jones, Njastad and Waadeland [8] give an alternative 
way of using Szego polynomials so that the convergence is always guaranteed. Their 
result can be stated in our notation as follows. 

Let 

FN(z):= —Z—dil>N(0),    iV = l,2,.... 
Jo     e    — z 

Then for 0 < R < 1, the function FN(RZ) is analytic and ReF^ffiz) > 0 for 
\z\ < 1. Thus the function FN{RZ) is a Caratheodory function, cf. [22], so it has 
the following integral representation (see, for example, [22, Theorem IV. 15]) for some 
measure dip^(9) : 

FN(Rz)= f   f!!±idv$(0),   N<i. 
Jo     e    — z 

Theorem 3.4. ([8]) The limit 

lim    lim  (pn(z]dip§) = <pn(z) 
R-+1- N—>oo 

exists, and for n > 21 + L the polynomial (pn(z) is of the form 

vn{z)= n (*-^)- n ^-#)). (io) 

where 

L<\i\<l j=l 

k-n)| < 1,    j = l,...,n-2I-L,    n = 2I + L + l,2I + L + 2,. 
3     ' — 

In [8], the points z^ are called the "uninteresting" zeros. Theorem 3.4 tells us 
that all uninteresting zeros lie on the closed unit disk. As is pointed out in [8], it is 
desirable to know whether the "ifn-result" — all uninteresting zeros are contained in 
a smaller disk with radius Kn (< 1) — holds as in Theorem 3.1. Using Theorems 2.1 
and 3.2, we establish the "iifn-result" for Theorem 3.4: 

Theorem 3.5. For each n> 21 + L, there exists a constant Kn G (0,1) such that 

|^n)|<^n,    j = l,...,n-2I-L, 

where z^     is the uninteresting zero, as defined in Theorem 3.4. 

Proof. By (6), we have, for \z\ < 1, 

m FN(RZ) =   lim    / 

Since F(Rz) is a Caratheodory function, there is a measure dipR(9) such that 

\z\ < 1. 

/•27r    W   ,    D r2ir    19   ,    n 

lim FN{Rz) =   lim   /        .fl     „ #^W = /     %»     „ #(*) =: F(Rz)-      C11) /v-^oo   iVV     /     N^OOJQ    et9-Rz  Y   w     Jo     eie-Rz     yj K     J       K    J 

JO      e    — z 
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Actually, by the form of dip (9) in (6), it is easy to show that 

dv>fl(6>) = -^ X) N2Re fe-"j + -e-^ <»• 
lil</ 

gfcU/j -itew 

231 

(12) 

Note that (11) tells us that 

m    / 
N- 

It is easy to derive from this that 

dip%{6)-^diPR(9)    as    N->oo. 

By Theorem 2.1, this, together with suppf/fa/^) = [0,27r] from (12), implies that 

lim  </?n(z;##) = (pn(z;diljR), 
N—*oo 

(13) 

locally uniformly for 2 E C. We note that (13) is also established in [8]. Therefore, 
we have 

lim    lim (pn(z; dipx) =   lim  ipn(z;dipR). 

It is proved in [8] that lim^^i- (pn{z]d^R) exists, and the limit function is given by 
(10). Now we will use Theorem 3.2 to show that |zjn)| < Kn (j = 1,..., n - 21 - L) 
for some ifn G (0,1). We need only verify that all hypotheses of Theorem 3.2 are 
satisfied. It suffices to establish the following three assertions. 

(i) There holds d^R(6)^d<il){6) as R -> 1". 
(ii) Each measure d^)R satisfies Szego's condition, i.e., 

L ' iog{^K),{e)de > -00. 

(iii) For each n G A/", there is a constant Cn > 0 such that 

/^TT /.27r 

/     einedil)R(6) - /     ein9d<ip(6) 
Jo Jo 

<Cn£>2(0;#H). 

Assertion (i) follows directly from the fact that 

\im_F(Rz) = F(z),    \z\ < 1. 
R—►I- 

Now note that 

r27r 
in6 jnLR 

Jo 

r27V 

(9) - /    e'ntjd^{9) 
Jo 

= {i-R\ny 
p2n 

e^diPie) 

so assertions (ii) and (iii) will follow if we can show that 

(14) 
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We have, using (12), 

D2(0;di;R)=exp{±-[ "log(^),(^)^| 

27r ^ '  ^ I eta;i -\Re** 
IJI</ 

=exp{s/'1<)e )W 
lil</ 

1-fi 1 
l + i?2^    ^    lUjl 

L<\j\<I 
J2 \aj 

This establishes (14).    □ 

We finish this subsection by proving a result which is a kind of converse of 
Theorem 2.1 for the case when p = 2 and K = T. 

Theorem 3.6.  If [ik and JJ, are unit measures with infinite support sets on T and if 
there is a constant N > 0 such that 

lim Pn,2(z'>V>k) = Pntfav) 

for z eC and n > N, then [ik -U ^ as n -> oo. 

Remark.    Generally, the converse of Theorem 2.1 does not hold. See § 3.2. 

Proof. Since {iik} is compact in the weak star topology, let (L be a limit with /z* A £ 
as k -> oo and k G A, for some A C N+. Then, by Theorem 2.1, 

lim PnMz'^k) = Pn,2{z',jl), 
k£A 

and 

lim   / \PnAz^k)\2dfik= I \Pn,2(z;{i)\2dfl. 
k^Jr Jr 

So, using the hypothesis, we get 

Pn,2(zW) = Pn,2{z', fi)     for 72 > N. (15) 

Now let *n(2;i/) denote the nth orthonormal polynomial associated with a unit 
measure v on F, then 

^n(^;^) = 
^n,2(^;^) 

(/rl^^i/)!2*/)1/2' 

It is well known (cf. [15,19]) that |*n(*; v)\-2dO/(2>K) -^ v as n -> oo. Thus, 

d0 
|$n(^;/z)|227r 

► //,    as n —> oo, 
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and at the same time, 

1 d9 = hlPntizififfduM = $T\Pn,2{z;[i)\2dfid6 

|$n(^)|227r |Pn,2(^;^)|2     27r \Pna(z;^     2* 
1 d0    *    , 

as n —» oo, so [i — (i. Since fi is an arbitrary limit of {/x^}, the whole sequence {/ifc} 
must converge to /i in the weak star topology.    □ 

3.2. The real line case. In this subsection we will show that, in general, the 
converse of Theorem 2.1 is not true and illustrate how the method used in the proof 
of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 can be employed in the situation when the supports of the 
measures are not compact. 

Let w(x) be a non-negative piecewise continuous function defined on R, p > 1, and 

J — c 

\x\npw(x)dx < oo,    n = 0,l,  

Examples of such w(x) could be w(x) = e ^a, a > 1. Assume Xj £ R and W(XJ) > 0 
for j = 1,2,..., m. Denote 

m 

Qo(x) — Ylix-Xj). 
J=I 

Theorem 3.7. Assume p > 1, qe(x) £ Vm for e > 0, and lime_»o <7e(£) = qo{x), 
locally uniformly for x £ R. Let diie :— w(x)dxl\qe{x)\p and dfi := w(x)dx/\qo(x)\p. 
Then for n> m, 

lira Pn,p(x'i Me) = qo(x)Pn-rn^(x', w(x)dx) = Pn,p(x:> /*)> (16) 

locally uniformly on C. 

Proof We cannot apply Theorem 2.1 directly since the support of ^e may not be 
compact. But the method used in the proof of Theorem 2.1 can almost be repeated. 

Let Pn,p(x\iie) = Ylnj=oa3,exJ, and let Pe(x) = Pnjp(a;;/xc)/maxo<j<n la^d- Then 

{Pe{x)}e>Q is a normal family on C. We now prove that {aj,e}j=o,e>o is a bounded 
sequence. Assume, to the contrary, that there is a sequence A of positive numbers 
tending to 0 such that 

lim   max |a7e| = oo. (17) 
e->0   0<7<n '   J'   ' 
e€A 

Then, since {Pe{x)}e>o is a normal family, as in the proof of Theorem 2.1, we can find 
a sequence A' C A and P{x) £ Vn with P(x) ^ 0 such that lime_05e€A/ P€{x) = P(x), 
locally uniformly on C. So for 0 < 6 < A < oo, 

lim / \Pe(x)\Pdne = f \P{x)\>dn. 
e

e^V«<ko(x)|<A ^«<l9o(s)l<A 
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Now 

J6<\an(x)\<A J-<. 
P€(x) dfl€ 

jrL\PnA^^)\P^e  <  JZoK^QAxWd^ 
max \aj €\P max mu JP 

0<j<n    J' 0<j<n    J' 

Sroo\x\in'm)pw(x)dx 
max leu €\

p 

o<j<n   •" 

Letting e —> 0 with e G A' and using (17) yield 

Too    uKn-mJp    /   W 

/<5<|go(x)|<A 

/• . f      b|(n-m)Pi£;(a:)da? 
/ I^WNM < :^J ,    ,     = o, 

A<|QO(X)|<A Im  max |aiie|P 

eGA' 

which implies ^(x) = 0, a contradiction. Hence o^e is uniformly bounded. So the 
sequence {Pn?p(a:;/ie)}e>o is a normal family. Let P(x) be a limit function of this 
family. 

Take  a  sequence  A  of positive  numbers  tending  to  0  in  such  a  way  that 
lime_>o Pn,p{x',He) = P{x), locally uniformly on C. Note that, for 0 < 8 < A < oo, 

eGA 

f |P(aOrdM = lini  / \PnAX'^e)\Pdlle 
J8<\qQ{x)\<& e

ei^^^<ko(x)|<A 
/oo 

|Pnjp(a:;^c)|
pd/2€ 

-oo 
eGA 

/oo 

|(3ri_m(x)g€(a:)|pc?/z€ 
-oo 

eGA 
/oo 

|<gn_m(x)|pW(a;)da;, (18) 
-OO 

for any Qn-m{%) = a:n~m H G T^n-m- This, in particular, gives 

7-oo    ko(^)lp       "J-oo1 ' 
Since p > 1, |P(x)|p^(x) must vanish whenever go(^) does. This and the assumption 
that W(XJ) ^ 0 imply that P(XJ) = 0 for j = 1,2,... ,ra, so P(j;) = qo(x)R(x) for 
some P(x) = x72-771 H G Vn-m- Using this expression in (18), we get 

/oo /»oo 

|7Z(a;)|Ma;)da: < /     |Q„_TO(a;)|
pu;(a:)dx 

-oo J — oo 

for any Qn-m(^) = xn~m + • ■ •. Thus, by the uniqueness of the (n — m)th monic 
extremal Lp(w(x)dx) (p > 1) polynomial, we must have R(x) = Pn-m^(x;w(x)dx). 

Hence, P(x) = qo(x)Pn-mip(x;w(x)dx). This implies that {Pn,p(^;^e)}e>o has only 
one limit as e —> 0, so 

limPn,p(a:;/ie) = go(^)-Pn-m,p(^;^(a?)da?), 
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which proves the first equality in (16). 
The second equality in (16) is based on the fact that any Pn(x) G Vn with 

qo(x) { Pn(x) must satisfy f™ \Pn(x)\pd/j/ = oo, because of the singularity at the 
zeros of ^o(^)- So, in particular, qo(x)\Pnip(x] fi), and it then follows easily (as above) 
that Pn,p(x; n) = qo(x)Pn-rn^{x\ w(x)dx).    Q 

In Theorem 3.5, choose w(x) so that supp(it;) is compact, say supp(it;) = [—1,1]. 
Then we get an example in which, for n > m, 

lim Pn,p(^; Me) = Pn,p{X'i M)5 

but, as can easily be verified, /xe does not converge to fi.  Therefore the converse of 
Theorem 2.1 does not always hold. 

On taking qe{x) = ITLaK^ — xj)2 + ^K we can Se^ ^e following interesting 
proposition which is used (when p = 2) in [1] to construct interpolatory quadratures 
with prescribed node distribution. We remark that the proof in [1] relies on a result 
on polynomials of H. Cart an. 

Corollary 3.8. Let p > 1.  We have, for n > 2a, 

w(x)dx 
limPn,p(x; [(x*   *2 + e2]p) = II^ " ^)2^n-2a,p(x;^(^)^), 

J— J=:l 

locally uniformly in C. 
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